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users to customize their smartphone with features according to their needs. Therefore, many people have adopted
smartphones as their primary means of communication.
With their computing power and widespread adoption,
smartphones promise to materialize the idea of ubiquitous
computing. That made major companies such as Google,
Apple, and Microsoft invest a lot of money and resources
to increase the rate of innovation. New applications and
use cases, which were previously unimaginable on this class
of devices, appear at a short rate. One emerging trend is
using Near Field Communication (NFC) for authentication,
mobile payment [24], ticketing and secure banking. These
applications have high demands on security.
It is the task of the operating system (OS) to enforce
the security of the system. Android has become the most
popular mobile OS [13] in terms of market share. It is developed by Google and the Open Handset Alliance as an
open source project. Unfortunately Android is riddled with
security problems, such as delayed security updates and an
insufficient access control model [15]. To improve on Android’s security, a number of solutions were proposed by the
academic research community. These range from extensive
taint tracking [46], behavioral analysis [33], mocking interfaces [7], application of mandatory access control [47, 17],
analysis of remote duplicates [22], label based tracking [36],
to an implementation of a custom privacy mode [49].
These solutions rely on the integrity of the Android kernel.
However, kernel integrity cannot be ensured when a device
is rooted. Rooting can happen voluntarily by the user to
enable custom features or by malware due to a vulnerability
of the Android kernel. A recent study found 88 vulnerabilities in the Android kernel [14], which shows that unintended
rooting is a serious threat. This number of vulnerabilities
is inherent to the monolithic architecture of the Android
kernel. Therefore Android is not suited for prospective applications that have high demands on security.
We address future demands on security with a novel OS
base architecture. In our work, we do not improve on Android security, but provide an isolated environment for applications with high demands on security. The Android OS
is securely encapsulated inside a virtual machine (VM).

Smartphones became many people’s primary means of communication. Emerging applications such as Near Field Communication require new levels of security that cannot be enforced by current smartphone operating systems. Therefore
vendors resort to hardware extensions that have limitations
in flexibility and increase the bill of materials. In this work
we present a generic operating system framework that does
away with the need for such hardware extensions. We encapsulate the original smartphone operating system in a virtual
machine. Our framework allows for highly secure applications to run side-by-side with the virtual machine. It is
based on a state-of-the-art microkernel that ensures isolation between the virtual machine and secure applications.
We evaluate our framework by sketching how it can be used
to solve four problems in current smartphone security.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.0 [Computer Systems Organization]: General – System architectures

General Terms
Security
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INTRODUCTION

Smartphones have become omnipresent devices. They
combine the computing power previously known from desktop computers with the mobility and connectivity of cellular
phones. With their plethora of interfaces like Bluetooth,
Wifi, and the cellular network they remain connected to
the Internet at all times. User-installable applications allow
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1.1 Contributions
This work has two major contributions. One is the introduction of a general OS framework for mobile devices that
allows for highly secure applications. The second contribution is the detailed evaluation of our framework. There we
1

present how our framework can solve current smartphone
security issues.
We designed a generic framework for secure smartphone
architectures and implemented a proof-of-concept setup that
runs on a real phone. It consists of three core components. A
state-of-the-art microkernel establishes high assurance isolation boundaries. Our framework comprises the infrastructure for applications with high demands on security. These
are implemented as applications directly on the microkernel. Consequently, these applications have a tiny trusted
computing base (TCB) and lend themselves to certification.
The third core component are virtual machines, which act
as a secure container to run the original smartphone OS.
We show how our framework can be used to solve four
problems in current smartphone security.

Additionally to those essential mechnisms, monolithic kernels such as Linux implement more functionality like file systems, device drivers, and protocol stacks. The drawback of
this architecture is that monolithic kernels contain functionality with high complexity. Because no means of isolation
exist in kernel mode, any in-kernel bug can modify kernel
memory, leading to crashes or to the installation of rootkits.
In contrast to monolithic kernels a microkernel implements only the essential mechanisms outlined above. File
systems, device drivers, and protocol stacks are implemented
as user-mode tasks [27]. This dramatically reduces the complexity of the kernel. Isolation between user-mode tasks is
enforced with address spaces. All communication between
tasks is done via efficient explicit kernel-mediated inter-process communication (IPC).

Software Smartcards: Our framework facilitates the secure implementation of smartcard functionality in software.

2.2 Virtualization
A formal definition of virtualization was made by Popek
and Goldberg [21]. They define a VM to be an efficient,
isolated duplicate of a real machine. A special piece of software, the virtual machine monitor (VMM), establishes the
VM. The formal model requires a CPU with two modes, a
privileged mode (kernel mode) and a less privileged mode
(user mode). Guest code runs in user mode under the control of the VMM.
For an instruction set architecture (ISA) to be virtualizable all sensitive instructions need to trap into kernel mode
when executed in user mode. Sensitive instructions are instructions that produce different results when executed in
user mode as compared to being executed in kernel mode.
According to this definition the x86 [28] and ARM [40] ISA
were found to be non-virtualizable.
To implement virtualization on non-virtualizable architectures, several well-known workarounds exist.

Unified Corporate and Private Phone: We show how
a private and a business phone can be unified on one
device in a secure manner.
Mobile Rootkit Detection: We describe how our framework enables rootkit detection on mobile devices.
Hardware Abstraction: We propose to implement device
specific drivers in a layer below Android. This allows
Google to supply generic kernel versions that are readily applicable to all devices, which allows for much
faster security updates. It also enables vendors to
supply non GPL compliant drivers without violating
Linux’ development rules.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we give an overview on the background of our work. Section 3 describes details on the vulnerabilities of Android. We
proceed in Section 4 with details on the design of our framework. L4 Android is our prototype implementation of the
framework which we describe in Section 5. In Section 6, we
demonstrate how our framework solves four long-standing
security challenges. Section 7 gives an overview on related
work. In Section 8 we conclude and summarize our results
and contributions. We also provide an outlook on future
work.

2.

Emulation In an emulator all guest-instructions are interpreted and their results computed in software. Hybrid
approaches allow for guest user-mode code to execute
directly on the host CPU. However, emulation comes
with a significant performance penalty [20].
Binary Translation In systems using binary translation,
the guest-code is modified prior to execution. Sensitive instructions are replaced with either non-sensitive
ones or with explicit calls to the VMM [30]. Binary
translation can be more efficient than pure emulation,
but is still less efficient than native execution.

BACKGROUND

In this section we provide the reader with background information on microkernels and virtualization in the context
of mobile devices. We briefly outline the general hardware
architecture of a smartphone. The architecture of Android
is described in Section 2.4.

Rehosting OS rehosting is a port of the guest’s kernel from
the machine interface to the host’s kernel interface.
This effectively makes the guest kernel an application
of the host OS. Such a port does not require an additional VMM1 .

2.1 Microkernel
The OS kernel runs at the most privileged mode of the
CPU (kernel or supervisor mode). The applications run with
less privileges in user mode.
Because of the kernel running with the highest privileges,
all functionality critical to maintain system security has to
be implemented in kernel mode. The essential mechanisms
implemented in the kernel are protection domains, scheduling and means of communication between protection domains.

To enable more efficient virtualization solutions, Intel and
AMD added hardware virtualization capabilities to their
CPUs [42]. ARM recently announced similar virtualization
support for their Cortex-A15 design [41]. While hardware
virtualization support is widespread in desktop systems today, it hasn’t found its way into the embedded market yet.
1
However, one can argue that the adapted OS-kernel takes
the role of the VMM.
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2.3 Smartphone Architecture

Java abstractions (automated memory management, garbage
collection).

Modern smartphones comprise many complex subsystems.
The central one is the application processor that runs the
smartphone OS such as Android or iOS and all the applications. Other systems include the baseband, GPS and audio
hardware. See Figure 1 for a conceptual hardware layout of
a smartphone.
Application Processor (Soc)
UART
CPU

3. THREATS
We identified four main issues which make Android vulnerable to attacks. First, security critical software updates
are delayed or not deployed at all. Second, the Linux kernel is not an adequate OS kernel for secure systems. Third,
rooted phones disable many of the security features, which
are in place. Fourth, Android’s permission system is too
coarse grained to effectively protect critical system resources.
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Android is an open source software project. In addition
to the custom components implemented by Google, it builds
on other open source projects such as WebKit and the Linux
kernel. It is characteristic to such projects that they are developed by a loosely coupled international community. To
keep track of the development process they use publicly
available source code repositories and public bug trackers
to collect bug reports.
In software security the time span from the discovery of
a vulnerability until the deployment of the security patch
is critical. During this time span the system is vulnerable
and attackers race to create exploits. Vulnerabilities become known to the general public as soon as the resulting
patch is submitted to the public repository. This increases
the visibility of a vulnerability for attackers, who may start
to create exploits and attack unpatched systems. Therefore
timely patch deployment is vital for a system’s security. In
Linux distributions, for example, lots of effort is spent on
update systems to ensure quick deployment of security updates.
To set themselves apart from others, device manufacturers
augment Android with custom user interfaces and features.
These additions require in-depth modification of the Android source code. Google largely develops Android behind
closed doors and releases the source only at certain milestones. This style of development has the drawback that
the device vendors cannot continuously keep their source
tree up to date. Therefore they need to port their custom
user interfaces and features to the new version as soon as
the new code is released by Google. After porting, the features need to go trough quality management. All in all, this
is a time consuming and costly effort, which is often prohibitive. Keeping their software up-to-date is of little value
for the device manufacturer in terms of market value, when
the device is already sold.
Android does not allow for selective updates, but relies
on full system images that have to be provided by the device manufacturer. A full system image requires bandwidth
and disrupts the user’s work flow. Therefore, device manufacturers usually do not fix individual vulnerabilities but
accumulate updates.
These factors introduce a significant delay in the deployment of updates, which results in millions of devices with
known and unpatched vulnerabilities.
Security features, such as full disk encryption, are introduced with new Android releases, but are not backported to
existing versions. A recent study by Google [23] about the
distribution of different Android versions revealed that more
than 90% of the Android devices are still using Android 2.1
and 2.2. The most recent version 2.3 released in Decem-
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Memory

Figure 1: The basic design of a modern smartphone.
The application processor comes in the form of a System
on a Chip (SoC). The CPU, memory and interrupt controller, timer as well as additional functional units are integrated on one silicon chip. This design helps to reduce the
bill of materials and power usage. Usually the SoC also integrates a graphics processing unit and controllers for system
buses such as I2C, SPI and USB. These buses are used to
connect peripheral devices.
The baseband is the phone’s gateway to the cellular network. The baseband uses credentials stored on the SIM
card to identify a subscriber on the mobile network. The
SIM card is a smartcard and forms an isolated execution
environment.

2.4 Android Architecture
In general Android is a software stack for smartphones
and tablets. It consists of the kernel, the Android runtime,
libraries, an application framework, and the applications.
Each of these parts will be described briefly in this section.
Kernel Android is based on a specially crafted Linux kernel. Google enhanced Linux to better address the needs of
mobile platforms with improved power management, better handling of limited system resources and a special IPC
mechanism.
Libraries Android provides a set of native libraries that
are used by various components in the system. This includes
libraries for media, 2D/3D graphics, and a custom C standard library (bionic). The functionality of these libraries
is exposed to applications by the Application Framework.
Many libraries are based on open source projects. Examples are WebKit and SQLite.
The Android Runtime is mainly made of the Dalvik
VM, a register-based Java virtual machine. Dalvik runs Java
code compiled to a special format (dex), which is optimized
for low memory footprint. Everything on top of this layer is
written in Java.
Applications Android applications are written in Java.
Android ships with a set of core applications for telephony,
personal information management, and Internet browsing.
For improved performance, applications can include native
code written in the C language. Native code is integrated
with the Java code through JNI. It does not benefit from the
3

If this application was also granted access to the Android
address book, nothing prevents it from sending the address
book’s content to a remote server.
Using live taint tracking, Enck et al. [46] found that two
thirds of the applications they analyzed, exhibited suspicious handling of private data. Static code analysis revealed
potential privacy leaks in even more applications [45].
With many applications being distributed via the Android
market, its acceptance process has the potential to filter
malicious applications. However, the Android market was
found to distribute malware [16, 31].

ber 2010 is deployed on less than five percent of Android
smartphones. This shows that Google’s attempts at introducing better security has limited effects for devices that are
already deployed.

3.2 Linux Kernel
Android is based on the Linux kernel. Linux implements
a monolithic architecture. All kernel components, including device drivers, run in kernel mode, where no isolation
between components is provided. Any kernel bug that can
be exploited enables an attacker to modify kernel memory,
and thereby mitigate all security measures of the kernel.
Therefore kernel updates, as well as extensive testing and
validation of kernel code are vital to Android security.
Device manufacturers often need to implement custom
drivers for their hardware. This driver code is often not
contributed back to the Linux community. As a consequence
these drivers do not go through the community review process and are often of poor quality. Porting the drivers to
new versions of Linux is often not considered worth the effort due to cost constraints and the work required for test
and validation. Therefore many devices run outdated Linux
kernels.
A recent study on the stock Android Froyo kernel, version 2.6.32, found 88 security critical bugs [14]. This gives a
rough impression of the security of Android kernels. However, due to the bad driver code supplied by vendors, we
suspect the error rate of deployed kernels to be even higher.

4. FRAMEWORK
We consider the monolithic architecture of Android as the
main reason for its security problems. Monolithic components consist of numerous subsystems. A monolithic component needs to be equipped with all permissions required
by its subsystems. A bug in one of them suffices for an attacker to tamper with any part of the component and to
leverage all of its permissions.
The design of our OS frameworks is based on the principle
of divide and conquer. Instead of having complex monolithic
components, the framework hosts multiple smaller components. Each component implements one basic service and
is equipped with only the permissions needed for its correct
operation (Principle Of Least Authority, POLA [34]). This
helps confining attacks to the concerned component.
High level functionality is implemented with the help of
many basic components that communicate with each other.
Thereby the system behaves like a distributed system. Thus,
we need a secure communication mechanism that enables
components to request services from one another. Communication requires a naming mechanism to locate a communication partner, and a mechanism to enforce access permissions.
Dividing monolithic systems into smaller subsystems is a
complex task, because these subsystems have complex dependencies with one another. This problem is prominent
with OS kernels. Therefore it is not possible to apply our
OS construction mechanism to existing OSes. Instead, our
framework provides virtual machines to run existing systems. Security conscious applications are implemented outside of the VM. Even in the event of a compromised VM
these applications maintain their integrity.
In the next sections we will describe the basic building
blocks of our system. We start with an in-depth description of how components are isolated, and how we handle
secure communication. Section 4.2 will introduce the microkernel, which forms the secure anchor of our framework.
Furthermore we provide the reader with details on our concrete implementation. Our microkernel is augmented with a
runtime environment that implements basic services for applications, and thus facilitates the design and development of
secure applications. We will then proceed to describe how
our framework supports virtual machines to host existing
smartphone OSes.

3.3 Rooted Phones
Rooting is the process that overcomes the kernel’s integrity barrier. It can happen in two ways. First, voluntarily by the user who wants to be able to install additional,
potentially unauthorized applications. This type of rooting
is often done by installing a modified firmware, including a
new kernel image, on the device. Second, by malware such
as DroidDream [1] in order to gain maximum privileges on
the infected system. This type of rooting is achieved by exploiting known security flaws in the respective smartphone
OS.
Rooting requires tampering with the OS kernel which destroys its integrity. A rooted system cannot put trust in
its kernel. The modified kernel might disable Android security measures, contain malware such as key loggers, or subtly alter the system’s behavior to leak private information.
Therefore rooting is a serious threat to smartphone security. This problem becomes even more pronounced, since
two major Android device vendors announced rootability as
a marketing feature [39, 18] for their devices.

3.4 Android Permission System
Android implements mandatory access control (MAC) in
the form of a permission system. At installation time an application can request permission to access system resources
such as location, Internet, or the cellular network, from the
user. The user is then presented with a screen allowing him
to either grant all the permissions or cancel the installation. It is not possible to selectively accept or deny access
privileges. Thus, many users simply accept such permission
requests without considering their implications.
Another problem is that the permissions are too coarse
grained [15]. If an application was granted Internet access,
it is free to communicate with any server on the Internet.

4.1 Component Isolation and Interaction
Our system encapsulates subsystems in components. Components are implemented in protection domains, and it is the
duty of the OS kernel to ensure temporal and spacial isolation between components. Components can provide services
4

component. When used as a software mechanism, interrupts allow for asynchronous notifications between
threads, where one thread triggers an interrupt and
continues execution. The receiving thread receives the
event when it is ready. No payload can be transferred
with this operation. Interrupts are modeled using IPC.

to other components. Services are modeled as objects, and
are implemented inside protection domains.
Components can request services from other components
via explicit message passing. To avoid the problem of the
confused deputy, we went for object-capabilities [6], which
unite naming and access permissions. Holding a capability
entitles a component to communicate with the respective
service. The kernel enforces the access permissions of capabilities.
We resorted to a naming scheme, where capability names
are valid inside the respective component only (local naming). This greatly facilitates nesting of subsystems.
The capability-based communication system forms the basis for any other functionality in the system. In the following
sections we will show how it is used to build the functionality
for a whole system.

Scheduling is implemented in the kernel and is responsible
for dispatching a thread that is ready to run. The
default scheduling scheme is a fixed-priority, roundrobin scheduler that strictly selects the thread with
the highest priority. Within the same priority level
the threads are scheduled round robin. The scheduler
is also used to place threads on the different cores in a
multi-core system.
Virtualization Containers When using hardware assisted
virtualization3 the kernel must implement the basic
functionality of creating virtual machines and implement world switching. The object implementing this
virtualization container is called VM. A VM is similar
to a task and provides the guest physical memory.

4.2 Secure and Small Kernel
The kernel is the only component that is running with the
highest system privileges. It is responsible for establishing
and maintaining the isolation of components running on top
as applications.
Because of the characteristics outlined in Section 2.1 a
microkernel is a suitable foundation for our OS framework.
It has a considerably lower complexity than a monolithic
kernel. This benefits applications in that their TCB can be
optimized for their use-case.
The aforementioned concepts are implemented in a modern microkernel named Fiasco.OC. It is being developed as
an open source project, and its sources are available at its
public website2 .

Threads, typically those implementing a virtual machine monitor, have to use special functionality to enter a virtual machine for doing a ’world-switch’ and to
start executing guest code.
Object Creation Factory objects are used to create new
objects in the system. The concept does not only cover
kernel objects but all objects that may exist in the system. For the kernel, the kernel-factory can, for example, create new tasks, threads, and interrupts. Factories also implement a resource accounting scheme to
prevent resource exhaustion.

4.2.1 Kernel Functionality
To maintain isolation and functionality of the system, the
kernel offers the following key mechanisms.

4.2.2 Resource Access Delegation
Having described the functionality of the kernel still leaves
open how access rights to resources are transferred between
protection domains. Those resource can either be memory
pages or objects.
The corresponding operation is called map and can be
used in two variants. The first version is available when a
task holds a capability on another task and thus can grant
access rights to it. Using this type of operation does not
require any consent of the receiving task. In contrast, the
second type uses specifically typed IPC messages that allow
transfering access rights to a receiver. The receiver specifies
where those resources should be mapped to in its virtual
memory or capability space.
The map operation implements the principle of privilege
attenuation (POPA) [34]. A sender of a mapping can only
grant access rights to others that it possesses itself, with the
same or lower rights. For example, a memory page that is
writable for the sender can be mapped with read-only rights
to a receiver. A read-only mapping can only be mapped to
other tasks with read-only permission.
The reverse operation of map is called unmap. This operation recursively revokes access rights from those protection
domains that had previously received the access rights.

Protection Domains To establish isolation between components the kernel provides protection domains, called
tasks. Each task implements an address space for providing virtual memory and a capability space holding
the capabilities for that task.
Execution is provided by threads. A thread executes the
code provided by the applications. A task can host
multiple threads, facilitating multi-processing environments.
Communication plays a crucial role in a system consisting of many components that need to interact with
each other. Message passing, also called IPC, is an
operation where two threads explicitly invoke a message passing operation to be able to exchange a limited
amount of payload data. IPC is a synchronous operation, meaning that a thread will block until the communication partner has also entered the corresponding
IPC operation.
Interrupts are a mechanism to handle asynchronous events.
They are used for both hardware device-generated interrupts and for software-generated events. The receiver of an interrupt cannot decide whether the event
has been generated by hardware or by another software
2

4.2.3 Fault Handling and Resolution
Fault and exception handling is implemented in user-mode
services. Upon receiving a fault, the microkernel forwards
3
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Examples being Intel VT and AMD’s SVM

4.4 Bootstrapping the System

those to a designated handler thread. Such a handler is
defined for every thread in the system. It is named pager
after its main purpose of paging a thread. When receiving a page-fault IPC message, the pager selects a memory
page and sends a reply with an embedded memory mapping.
Upon receiving the reply the thread will continue executing.
The page-fault resolution process happens transparently for
the faulting thread. The mechanism for other exceptions
works similarly. This mechanism allows for implementing
arbitrary paging strategies in user-mode components without specific support in the microkernel itself.

In the following we will shortly describe the boot sequence
on a typical device. Whenever the device is switched on,
it will start at a defined location in the device and load a
platform bootloader. This bootloader includes functionality
to access internal storage, typically flash memory, where the
OS image is stored. It will read this image into the device
memory, verify its signature and finally launch it.
The OS image starts with the boot code that setups the
initial components in memory and finally continues execution with the kernel. The kernel initializes itself and when
done, starts the roottask. The roottask initializes itself and
finally starts the launcher application, which boots the rest
of the system. The launcher application is the first component that has the ability to load further applications from
storage devices by using other services that provide device
driver functionality.
To facilitate a secure boot chain, the initial platform loader
needs to verify the OS image for authenticity. Given that,
the launcher application needs to verify any application it
loads from external media. The infrastructure for the cryptographic operations can be implemented in a TPM-like subsystem in the hardware, being a real TPM or a software implementation. In any case the cryptographic keys must be
kept securely within the device.

4.2.4 Communication Channels
A communication channel is a special object provided by
the kernel that allows two protection domains to use IPC to
exchange data. Such a channel has a sender and a receiver
side. A receiver binds to such a channel to be targeted as
the recipient of a message by the kernel. The IPC sender
cannot be directly identified by the receiver as in a system
with local naming the receiver has no means to identify the
IPC partner. Instead a label value identifies the channel
through which the message is received. The label must be
defined by the receiver upon binding to the channel, cannot
be influenced by the sender and is visible to the receiver
only. Multiple channels can be created when communication
partners need to be distinguished.
For sending an IPC message, the sender invokes a capability to exchange data with the corresponding object. In
case of the communication channel another user-mode implemented object is invoked and receives the message.
Neither the sender nor the receiver designate threads for
communication but use communication channels instead.
This enables to transparently interpose a communication relationship. For example, a server providing a basic memory
allocator to clients might be interposed with a more sophisticated allocator that implements resource quotas. Neither
the basic memory allocator nor the client will notice a difference except in timing behavior.

4.5 Virtual Machines as Legacy Containers
Creating an OS from scratch is an uphill battle against
existing OSes. Years of development and innovation went
into the design and implementation of existing mobile OSes
and their applications. Furthermore, they incorporate new
features at a fast rate. Thus we want to leverage existing
applications and their features within our framework.
However, applying a new OS construction mechanism to
existing OSes is not feasible. Furthermore, due to resource
constraints it is not feasible to port existing applications
to a new OS. VMs encapsulate existing OSes together with
their applications. This enables existing software and features on the new system. However, this setup does not improve on the security of the existing OS. Security sensitive
applications are not implemented within the VM, but run
as isolated components outside of it. Even if the VM gets
compromised, it cannot tamper with the secure applications.
Our framework offers two different types of VMs. One is
using rehosting and is applicable to nonvirtualizable platforms. The other leverages the hardware virtualization features of current x86 based mainstream CPUs. For our prototype we settled with virtualizing the Android OS because it
is currently the most popular smartphone OS. However, our
approach is applicable to other smartphone OSes as well5 .
Our Android VM is based on technology that virtualizes
Linux. Therefore we first present these base technologies,
and will then proceed to introduce our virtualized Android.

4.3 Runtime Environment
The runtime environment implements major operating system infrastructure and forms the first layer of user-mode services. Its goal is to abstract from the pure kernel provided
functionality and offer generic and known interfaces to applications as well as implementing policies for those. The
environment consists of separate components, called servers,
and libraries to be used by applications. The runtime environment is called L4Re4 .
The root of all services is the roottask, which handles
core resources such as memory. The roottask starts a single
application, which is usually the application launcher. It is
responsible for starting the remaining parts of the system.
The platform is configured and managed by an I/O component. It initially scans the platform for devices and then
provides clients access to those devices. Access rights are
exclusively granted by the I/O component based on a configuration that defines which devices or device classes can
be accessed by which clients.
Functionality for accessing the servers is implemented in
the provided libraries that contain the needed communication code. Standard functionality such as a subset of POSIX,
as well as C, C++ and pthread libraries complete the set.
4

4.5.1 L4 Linux
L4 Linux is a port of the Linux kernel to our microkernel.
It is binary compatible with Linux, which allows us to run
ordinary Linux applications. It can be given access to a
restricted set of hardware by the I/O manager but it can
also run without any access to peripheral hardware. Besides
5

For our virtualization technology, we need to modify the
smartphone OS kernel. Due to restrictive licenses modifying
some smartphone OSes is not allowed.

http://os.inf.tu-dresden.de/L4Re/
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being used to run Linux applications, L4 Linux can also act
as a service provider for other tasks outside of the virtual
machine. An important use case for L4 Linux is to use it as
a driver provider. For this, L4 Linux is given access to one
specific device, and enhanced with an abstracted interface
that enables data exchange with other L4Re tasks. This
enables us to use devices without requiring the cumbersome
work of reimplementing device drivers.
L4 Linux currently runs on the ARM and x86 architectures, and has shown good performance for many workloads [25]. It is available from its public website6 .

the Android versions Eclair (2.1), Froyo (2.2) and Gingerbread (2.3).
L4 Android is an open source project, and its code repositories are accessible at its public website8 .

5.1 Prototype Implementation
We have implemented the core components of our framework for both the x86 and ARM architectures. Our prototype works on an ARM based iMX.51 board and an x86based smartphone.
The ARM based iMX.51 board from Freescale features a
800MHz Cortex-A8 core that can be found in many cheaper
smartphones today. The board is equipped with 512MB
of RAM. On this platform we can run the microkernel, its
accompanying runtime environment and a fully functional
L4 Android.
Our framework also supports a developer phone from Aava
Mobile. It is built around Intel’s x86-based mobile CPU
Moorestown. The CPU is clocked with up to 1.6GHz and
has access to 512MB of RAM. Please refer to Figure 5 for a
picture of this smartphone. It runs L4 Android side-by-side
with L4 Linux.

4.5.2 Karma VMM
Karma7 is a VMM that runs as a task on top of the microkernel. It coordinates and controls a VM using the mechanisms provided by the microkernel (see Section 4.2). Karma
strives to be of minimal complexity and thus resorts to aggressive paravirtualization. However, the changes required
to a guest OS kernel are small compared to the changes required for L4 Linux.
To set up a VM, Karma creates a VM object. A portion
of Karma’s memory is mapped to the VM object as guest
physical memory. Karma donates its processing time to the
VM object by using a special system call to issue the worldswitch. Karma regains control upon external events such as
timer interrupts or the guest initiating a hypercall.
Each Karma instance hosts exactly one VM. Because of
the isolation properties of the microkernel, a possible compromise of the VMM does not render other VMs compromised.
Karma currently supports a paravirtualized Linux as a
guest OS. The changes to Linux are small and about 3.000
source lines of code (SLOC). The VMM requires a CPU
with hardware virtualization support (SVM, VT-x) and has
shown to offer exceptional performance [43].
As described in Section 2.2 hardware virtualization support has not found its way into the embedded market yet.
However, we are confident that such features will soon be
deployed in future smartphones and other high-end mobile
devices. Intel announced the Moorestown successor Medfield to have VT-x support. ARM introduced the CortexA15 design [41]. This renders Karma an efficient alternative
to L4 Linux on future devices.

5.

6. EVALUATION
To show the generality of our framework, we will now describe how it can solve four important security scenarios. We
show how our framework can be used to implement Secure
Software Smartcards to be used for NFC applications or software SIM cards. The Unified Corporate and Private Phone
scenario shows how the business and the private phone can
be securely combined on one device. The third scenario describes how our framework can be used for Mobile Rootkit
Detection, a technology that was previously restricted to
desktop computers. The last example shows how the framework is used as an Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) to
help device manufacturers in avoiding the GPL and to ease
the update problem of Android.

6.1 Software Smartcard
Smartcard: Plastic card containing an integrated circuit
that implements a general purpose processor and memory.
Increasingly, smartcards also contain a number of coprocessors that accelerate special computations like cryptographic
operations. Smartcards are used as debit cards, in access
control systems, and SIM cards.
Recent smartphones contain NFC hardware. NFC has
many potential uses, such as mobile payment, and ticketing [38]. Applications such as mobile payment require a
trustworthy security anchor for their operation. Usually
smartcards are used as a security anchor, as they provide
a physically isolated execution environment together with
a portion of memory that holds cryptographic key material. The cryptographic keys never leave the smartcard and
therefore cannot be leaked by a compromised smartphone
OS. The SIM card is a special smartcard. It is used to authenticate a subscriber to the mobile network. As SIM cards
are available in all mobile phones, a natural decision is to
use the SIM card as the security anchor for NFC as well.
However, the SIM card is issued and controlled by the network operator. Many stakeholders, for example, financial
institutes that want to make use of NFC, cannot give away

L4 Android

The L4 Android project builds on the runtime environment and microkernel projects. L4 Android’s goal is to run
Android in a virtual machine on top of the microkernel. We
offer two solutions for this, one being based on L4 Linux, the
other based on the Karma VMM.
L4 Android is derived from L4 Linux and was created by
adding code to L4 Linux that is required by Android. This
code is provided by Google and comprises the binder IPC
mechanism, wakelock support and the low memory killer.
The Karma-based version of L4 Android was created in a
similar fashion. Here we applied the Karma Linux patch to
the stock Android kernel provided by Google.
Both versions of L4 Android run the Android user-mode
software stack as is, without further modifications. We tested
6
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control of key material to third parties. They have their
own certification processes, and therefore rely on their own
smartcards. Unfortunately, the number of installable (physical) smartcards is limited by the available space inside the
smartphone’s case.
A software-based implementation of smartcards on the application processor has the following merits:

Virtual Machine

Virtual
Virtual
Smartcard Smartcard

Android

Secure GUI

Virtual
Smartcard
Multiplexer

Virtual
SIM

Runtime Environment
Memory
IO
Loader
Manager
Manager
Microkernel

Flexibility Creation and destruction of smartcards can be
done instantaneously and without hardware modification. The software smartcard could be installed via
download, which would be much more convenient than
having the network operator send them via postal mail.

CPU, Memory

NFC

Baseband

Figure 2: Setup running three virtual smartcards.
They act as a softSIM and for NFC applications.

Multiple Instances Today’s smartphone CPUs are powerful enough to house more virtual smartcards than
are possible to install in hardware.

6.2 Unified Corporate and Private Phone
Smartphones are heavily used in today’s businesses. Business executives use them to connect to their corporate IT.
The phone is used to aggregate information critical to the
business such as email, documents, and other PIM data. Unsolicited revelation of that data might cause business deals
to fail or cause the companies stocks to crash.
Therefore business smartphones are usually provisioned
by the corporation’s IT departments. They make sure that
the devices are configured according to the company’s security policies. Additionally, the IT department installs certificates and cryptographic keys to make the phone connect
to corporate VPNs. The devices might further be locked
down to run only certified applications. Private use is often
disallowed by the company’s security policies.
Because of these measures, corporate smartphones are
often cumbersome and inconvenient to use. Consequently
many business executives carry an additional private phone
with them. This is unnecessarily inconvenient and running
both tasks on one device is desirable.
Using our framework, we can build a smartphone architecture that unifies the corporate and private phone in a secure
way on one device. The setup is depicted in Figure 3. Two
instances of L4 Android form two Android partitions where
one is for private and the other for business purposes. The
private partition is left as is. In fact we allow rooting of this
partition, as it has no consequences for the corporate partition. The corporate partition can be hardened according to
the business’ security policies e.g. with SELinux [47].
Isolation has to be enforced not only between the two
Android instances but at the user interface as well. Access to
the graphics hardware and input devices such as touchscreen
and buttons is multiplexed by a secure GUI server [37].
Access to devices shared by both Android instances needs
to be multiplexed. We do this by virtualizing the hardware
with a special device driver that implements multiple personalities, and presents the VMs with their own virtual devices. Virtualizing the baseband presents a particular challenge and is part of our current research.
For our demonstrator we decided to avoid the problem by
assigning exclusive baseband access to one partition. This
partition implements telephony and SMS functionality exclusively. The data connection is shared over a virtual Ethernet connection with the other Android partition.
Figure 5 shows our demonstrator running on the Aava
developer phone. It runs an L4 Android partition side-byside with an L4 Linux partition.

Consolidation The phone does not need to house many
physical smartcards and their corresponding smartcard readers. This helps reducing the bill of materials
and potentially make smartphones smaller and thinner.
A smartcard implemented on the application processor
needs to be run in a secure environment. The TrustZone [44]
technology implements an additional processor mode that
establishes an isolated and secure environment. The TrustZone secure environment is populated via secure boot at system boot time, and cannot be exchanged at runtime. Usually smartphone vendors do not allow custom software in
the TrustZone environment. Therefore TrustZone is not an
option for secure software-implemented smartcards.
Instead, the software smartcard needs to be isolated in a
secure environment that is established by the OS. The OS
has to ensure that tasks running on the application processor
cannot infer any information about the key material nor the
cryptographic routines of a virtual smartcard. An authority
that is to certify the virtual smartcard needs to make sure
there are no implementation errors, which could be exploited
to gain access to the smartcard. Correctness can only be
asserted by software verification. Klein et al. [4] managed
to formally verify a microkernel. Software verification hardly
scales up to more than 10 thousand SLOC, which renders
verification of a monolithic OS such as Linux infeasible.
We propose a system that is based on our framework.
The microkernel consists of about 20.000 SLOC and can be
certified. Furthermore the microkernel implements secure
scheduling to mitigate timing-based side-channel attacks. In
our framework Android cannot tamper with the software
smartcards, and therefore does not need to be certified. Our
solution is applicable to all current smartphones and does
not require any hardware extensions.
A possible setup with three smartcards is shown in Figure 2. It consists of an Android partition that runs isolated from the three virtual smartcards. One virtual smartcard acts as a SIM card and does away with the need for a
physical one. The other two virtual smartcards are used for
NFC. The virtual smartcard multiplexer forwards requests
between the NFC hardware and different virtual smartcards.
The TCB of a virtual smartcard is small. It consists of
the microkernel, the memory manager, the IO manager, and
the smartcard multiplexer.
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Virtual Machine

Virtual Machine

Private
Android
(unrestricted)

Corporate
Android
(hardened)

Android Kernel
Virtual
GUI

Linux mainline. The other is a user-mode component that is
distributed in binary form and contains all the device logic.
When Google issues an update containing a new kernel
version, the device manufacturers need to port their drivers
to the updated kernel’s interfaces. Subsequently they have
to go through the quality assurance processes. Both steps
are time consuming, and the costs are often a prohibiting
factor.
We propose to implement a generic hardware abstraction
layer. The abstraction layer runs below the Android kernel
and contains all device specific drivers. This setup is depicted in Figure 4. The Android kernel would contain only
generic drivers that interface with the hardware abstraction
layer. These generic drivers are the same on all smartphones.
Thus, a new kernel version can be provided by Google, and
can be deployed on all Android smartphones without further involvement of the device manufacturer. This allows
for much faster deployment of security critical kernel updates.
Having the drivers below Android solves the problem with
the GPL license of the Linux kernel. As they are implemented below Android, they do not need to be released in
source form. Therefore the vendors do not need to resort to
split drivers, which reduces their complexity. The generic
drivers in the Android kernel can be contributed to Linux
mainline.
Device drivers in the hardware abstraction layer are implemented as individual tasks, each running in its own address
space. A potential driver crash is confined within this address space. Using watchdogs, the system can detect a driver
crash, and restart the driver. Such a crash would even be
transparent to Android.

Android Kernel
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Virtual
GUI
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Driver
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Memory
IO
Loader
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Manager

Name
Server

Microkernel
CPU, Memory
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Figure 3: Setup implementing two isolated partitions on a mobile device. A secure hardened partition for business critical information and an open
private one.

6.3 Mobile Rootkit Detection
Rootkits are a class of malware that is known to hide inside the kernel. A rootkit modifies the kernel’s behaviour
to hide itself, to open new backdoors, and to carry out
other malicious activities. Recent work [26, 19, 12] showed
that rootkits on smartphones are feasible and pose a serious
threat to the users privacy and security.
Rootkit detection requires access to kernel memory. A
compromised kernel must not mitigate rootkit detection.
Therefore, rootkit detection software needs to be isolated
from the kernel. Recent work presented rootkit detectors
that either use special devices with DMA memory access [5],
special coprocessors [48] or that reside inside a hypervisor [32]. These solutions operate in a layer below the target
OS and therefore do not rely on the target OS kernel’s integrity. Applying such approaches on a smartphone seems
desirable, but was not feasible because there was neither special hardware nor virtualization in commodity smartphones.
With L4 Android, we provide a virtual machine to run
Android. Therefore we investigate how existing hypervisorbased rootkit detectors are applicable to our system. The
L4 Android architecture differs significantly from traditional
hypervisor designs. Thus, further work is needed to port
existing rootkit detection software.
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Driver
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Driver
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Driver
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Memory
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Manager
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Driver

Name
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CPU, Memory
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6.4 Hardware Abstraction Layer
Figure 4:
Proposed architecture containing a
generic hardware abstraction layer. Device specific
drivers are implemented in its own layer. The Android kernel implements a generic driver interface
that is the same on all devices.

Android smartphones are sold by numerous manufacturers. The device models differ in their hardware. Depending
on their target price, they come with different SoCs with different CPUs, clockings and total amounts of memory. Other
distinctive components are the included screens, cameras
and other peripherals.
The device manufacturers need to provide custom drivers
for each of these components. The manufacturers strive to
keep the innards of their devices a trade secret. However,
with Linux being licensed under the terms of the GPL, they
are obliged to provide drivers that reside in the kernel in
source form. To avoid revealing to much intellectual property, many device drivers are split into two parts. One is an
in-kernel proxy that is distributed in source form. It does
not contain device logic, and is usually not contributed to

7. RELATED WORK
Related work comprises microkernel research, mobile virtualization and efforts to improve Android security.
OK Labs implemented the microkernel OKL4 [3], which is
used in the Motorola Evoke. It is used to consolidate application and baseband processors. In contrast to our solution
OKL4 is proprietary, and closed source.
9

8.1 Future Work

Klein et al. [4] designed and implemented seL4. SeL4 is
the first microkernel formally verified to implement its specification. This microkernel is tuned for verification and does
not implement multiprocessor support. Similar to OKL4,
the seL4 kernel was not released in source form.
In contrast to L4Re, which was specifically developed as
the user-mode counterpart to the Fiasco.OC kernel, Genode [2] is a framework designed to support a variety of kernel interfaces. Fiasco.OC is supported as one of 8 different
kernels. Even though Genode supports the use of paravirtualized Linux, its primary vision is a small component-based
general purpose OS rather than a virtualization platform. It
strives to replace UNIX-based OSes in application domains
where high security requirements meet dynamic workloads.
Schmidt et al. [8] show how a mobile trusted module
(MTM) can be implemented on a microkernel based system. The same authors also show how virtual SIMs can be
implemented in such a system [35]. This work covers the
SIM only.
VMware introduced a mobile virtualization solution. It
is designed to run an Android VM on top of Android. The
setup implements a Type-2 hypervisor [9] and the integrity
of the VM relies on the integrity of the host OS kernel.
VMware’s emphasis is on manageability and it does not improve on security. Hwang et al. [29] reported on a port of
Xen to ARM platforms. In Xen all VMs depend not only
on the hypervisor, but on a full OS and its applications that
act as Dom0. With a full OS in their TCB, VMs on top of
Xen are not an option for highly secure applications.
Enck et al. [46] implemented an online information flow
tracking system on Android. Beresford et al. [7] mocked
hardware resources to revoke application’s access to particular resources at run-time. Zhang et al. [47] applied mandatory access control to Android with SELinux. Zhou et al. [49]
implemented a custom privacy mode to enable fine-grained
control over application’s access on private information. All
these solutions improve on Android security, but fall short
if the kernel is compromised.

8.

Future work comprises three areas: power efficiency, hardware accelerated graphics, and design and implementation
of a modern secure GUI for smartphones.
Power Efficiency As a first step we have to assess the
power efficiency of our system, in setups that differ in
the number of virtual machines and in the number of
secure tasks. The second step is then to improve upon
these numbers, and apply proper power management
facilities.
Hardware Accelerated Graphics Today our framework
comprises a secure GUI that relies on software rendering. Software rendering consumes precious computing
time from the CPU and leaves the powerful graphics processors idle. To decrease CPU utilization and
improve overall responsiveness, we are working on a
secure hardware accelerated GUI.
Support more Smartphone OSes We work on the support of more smartphone OSes. As a study, we ported
the OpenBSD9 kernel on our microkernel [10]. We are
investigating if the iOS kernel allows for a port as well.
Apart from improving the framework, we are looking forward to applying it to manifold security problems. We
are working on bringing honeypots to the world of smartphones [11].
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APPENDIX

Figure 5: This is one of our Aava devices. It runs a
VM with Android and another VM hosts standard
Linux. A debug board is attached to the right, which
provides a serial line.
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